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ABSTRACT

Modern database management systems (DBMS) expose hundreds of
configurable knobs to control system behaviours. Determining the
appropriate values for these knobs to improve DBMS performance is
a long-standing problem in the database community. As there is an
increasing number of knobs to tune and each knob could be in con-
tinuous or categorical values, manual tuning becomes impractical.
Recently, automatic tuning systems using machine learning meth-
ods have shown great potentials. However, existing approaches
still incur significant tuning costs or only yield sub-optimal per-
formance. This is because they either ignore the extensive domain
knowledge available (e.g., DBMS manuals and forum discussions)
and only rely on the runtime feedback of benchmark evaluations
to guide the optimization, or they utilize the domain knowledge
in a limited way. Hence, we propose GPTuner, a manual-reading
database tuning system that leverages domain knowledge exten-
sively and automatically to optimize search space and enhance the
runtime feedback-based optimization process. Firstly, we develop a
Large Language Model (LLM)-based pipeline to collect and refine
heterogeneous knowledge, and propose a prompt ensemble algo-
rithm to unify a structured view of the refined knowledge. Secondly,
using the structured knowledge, we (1) design a workload-aware
and training-free knob selection strategy, (2) develop a search space
optimization technique considering the value range of each knob,
and (3) propose a Coarse-to-Fine Bayesian Optimization Framework
to explore the optimized space. Finally, we evaluateGPTuner under
different benchmarks (TPC-C and TPC-H), metrics (throughput and
latency) as well as DBMS (PostgreSQL and MySQL). Compared to
the state-of-the-art approaches, GPTuner identifies better configu-
rations in 16x less time on average. Moreover, GPTuner achieves
up to 30% performance improvement (higher throughput or lower
latency) over the best-performing alternative.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern Database Management Systems (DBMS) expose hundreds
of configurable parameters (i.e., knobs) to control their runtime be-
haviours [37]. The selection of appropriate values for these knobs is
crucial to improve DBMS performance, constituting a long-standing
challenge within the database community [54]. Given the high di-
mensionality of the configuration space (e.g., PostgreSQL v14.9 has
346 knobs), and the inherent heterogeneity of these knobs (due to
their continuous and categorical domains), database administrators
(DBAs) encounter substantial difficulties in identifying promising
configurations tailored to specific query workloads. The magni-
tude of this challenge becomes even more pronounced in the cloud
environment, where the underlying physical configurations can
significantly vary among distinct DBMS instances [38].

To reduce the manual tuning efforts of DBAs, state-of-the-art
approaches automate the knob tuning via Machine Learning (ML)
techniques, including Bayesian Optimization [8, 14, 23, 53, 63, 64]
and Reinforcement Learning [6, 26, 50, 61]. These ML-based tuning
systems follow the main concept of “trial and error” to explore the
configuration space iteratively, balancing between the exploration
of unseen regions and the exploitation of known space.

While these methods do possess the potential to reach well-
performing knob configurations eventually, they still incur signifi-
cant tuning costs [22, 23]. Previous studies [6, 62, 63] have revealed
that state-of-the-art systems still require hundreds to thousands
iterations to reach an ideal configuration, with each iteration taking
minutes or more to execute the target workload. Such high tuning
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values in each dimension, we discard meaningless regions, high-
light promising space and take special situations into consideration.
Next, we develop a novel Coarse-to-Fine Bayesian Optimization
Framework. At first, since it is non-trivial to reduce the size of
search space while still retaining the potential for optimal results
[16], we seek help from domain knowledge to carefully design two
search spaces of different granularity. Next, the two spaces are
explored sequentially by BO from coarse granularity to fine granu-
larity, with a bootstrap technique to serve as a bridging mechanism.
This framework balances between the efficiency of coarse-grained
search and the thoroughness of fine-grained search.

We are aware of only one work DB-BERT [50] that utilizes a pre-
trained language model to read manuals and uses the mined hints
to guide a reinforcement learning algorithm. It exhibits rapid con-
vergence as it benefits from the information gained via text analysis.
However, it only yields sub-optimal performance since it utilizes
the domain knowledge narrowly and suffers from the inadequate
exploration of search space. GPTuner tackles these limitations and
thus achieves faster convergence and better performance improve-
ment. As shown in Figure 1, GPTuner significantly outperforms
DB-BERT on two representative benchmarks (TPC-H and TPC-C)
with different optimization objectives (latency and throughput). It
is important to note that GPTuner is a distinct approach compared
to DB-BERT, and its efficacy does not stem from simply substituting
the language model. We verify this by replacing the BERT model in
DB-BERT with GPT-4 and compare it with GPTuner again. More
details are provided in Section 2.3.

We compare GPTuner against DB-BERT and other state-of-the-
art approaches that do not use text as input. We consider different
benchmarks (TPC-C and TPC-H), metrics (throughput and latency),
and DBMS (PostgreSQL and MySQL). GPTuner identifies better
configurations in 16x less time on average, achieving up to 30%

performance improvement over the best-performing alternative.
In addition to performance comparison, we manually prepare and
open-source two datasets1, and conduct experiments to evaluate
GPTuner’s robustness and scalability. Moreover, we discuss and
present the overheads introduced in GPTuner using different lan-
guage models. In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We propose GPTuner, a novel manual-reading database
tuning system that leverages domain knowledge automati-
cally and extensively to enhance the knob tuning process.

• We develop an LLM-based pipeline to collect and refine do-
main knowledge, and propose a prompt ensemble algorithm
to unify a structured view of the refined knowledge.

• We design a workload-aware and training-free knob selec-
tion strategy, develop an optimization method for the value
range of each knob, and propose a Coarse-to-Fine Bayesian
Optimization framework to explore the optimized space.

• Weopen-source the built domain knowledge for PostgreSQL
and MySQL, two datasets for the evaluation of LLM, to en-
able the further study within the database community.

• We conduct experiments and costs analysis to evaluate the
effectiveness, scalability and robustness of GPTuner.

1https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ss6EL-B3lhKkwVNBW5vPu-JQ-IeldaUJ

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

2.1 Database Knob Tuning

DBMS expose tens to hundreds of configurable knobs to control
their runtime behaviours [54]. The DBMS knob tuning problem is
to select an appropriate value for each knob to optimize the DBMS
performance (e.g., throughput or latency) on a certain workload
(e.g., a workload is a set of SQL statements). Formally, given a set of
configurable knobs 𝜃1, . . . , 𝜃𝑛 along with their domains Θ1, . . . ,Θ𝑛 ,
the configuration space is defined as 𝚯 = Θ1 × · · · × Θ𝑛 . We want
to find a configuration 𝜽 ∗ ∈ 𝚯 to maximize DBMS performance 𝑓 :

𝜽 ∗ = argmax
𝜃 ∈𝚯

𝑓 (𝜃 ) (1)

Finding an optimal solution for this problem is challenging. Firstly,
there are hundreds of knobs to tune in DBMS. Secondly, the knobs
themselves vary widely – some have continuous numerical values,
while others are categorical, making the problem even more compli-
cated since it is hard to model heterogeneous space. Three kinds of
approaches are proposed: heuristic-based, Bayesian Optimization
(BO)-based [45] and Reinforcement Learning (RL)-based [18].
• Heuristic-based. Rule-based methods rely on manually created
rules to explore the space in a predefined way [10, 24]. Search-
based methods explore the space according to several heuristics
(e.g., avoid to revisit explored regions and explore nearby regions
to improve the current optimum) [4, 69].
• BO-based. BO-based methods [8, 14, 23, 53, 63, 64] follow the
generic BO framework to search for an optimal configuration: (1)
fitting a probabilistic surrogate model to map the relation between
knob configuration and DBMS performance, (2) selecting the next
configuration that maximizes acquisition function.
• RL-based. RL-based methods explore search space with a trial-
and-error strategy. The essence is to balance between exploring
unexplored space and exploiting known regions, which is achieved
by the interactions between an agent (e.g., neural network) and the
target environment (e.g., DBMS) [6, 26, 52, 57, 61].
PerformanceComparison.According to [62], a BO-basedmethod,
Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) [28]
yields the best performance since it is efficient in modeling the
heterogeneous search space. We view it as the current state-of-the-
art that does not take text as input and aim to improve it further.

2.2 Language Models

The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has seen great
progress with the advent of LLM. Notably, ChatGPT [32] and GPT-
4 [36] have demonstrated great prowess across a wide range of
tasks. The impact of LLM extends beyond the scope of NLP to
the database community, experiencing a surge in the adoption of
LLM to enhance DBMS, including data profiling [34, 49, 65], code
generation [9, 43, 51, 59], workload analysis [19, 47, 56] and table-
based question answering [20, 58, 66]. When using LLM, there
are three typical choices: (1) training a model from scratch, (2)
fine-tuning an existing model, and (3) using a pre-trained model
without parameter modifications. The first two options require a
relatively large amount of resources, including hardware resources
and training data. Given the impressive in-context learning ability
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optimal configurations. In the first stage, BO only explores a dis-
crete subspace of the whole heterogeneous space. This subspace is
small in size but promising to contain good configurations since
we generate it based on the reliable domain knowledge. In the next
stage, in order to avoid the overlooking problem of coarse-grained
search (i.e., it is inevitable to lose some useful configurations for
any space reduction technique), BO explores the heterogeneous
space thoroughly with the optimizations in Section 7. After the
two stages, the recommender outputs the best-performing knob
configurations found within the budget limits specified by users.

5 KNOWLEDGE HANDLER

5.1 Knowledge Preparation

The Knowledge Preparation task is to collect tuning knowledge
from various resources (data ingestion), filter out noisy contents
(data cleaning), summarize the legal parts (data integration) and
make sure the summarization is factual consistent with source
contents (data correction). We provide a running example in our
technical report [1] and a demonstration [25] for ease of under-
standing. The ultimate output is a Tuning Lake defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Tuning Lake). Tuning Lake L = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . 𝑑𝑛} is a
set of 𝑛 texts, where 𝑛 is the number of configurable knobs and 𝑑𝑖 is
the natural language tuning knowledge for 𝑖-th knob. For example,
“set shared_buffers to 25% of the RAM” (denoted as 𝑑𝑖 ) is the
tuning knowledge for knob “shared_buffers” (the 𝑖-th knob).

Step 1: Extracting knowledge from LLM. Except for the common
tuning knowledge sources (e.g., manuals and web contents), we
propose utilizing LLM as a knowledge source as well. Since GPT
is trained on a vast corpus related to database [3], GPT itself is
an informative manual and allows us to retrieve the knowledge
through prompt. In practice, we surprisingly find that GPT can
give reasonable suggestions that are not included in the manuals.
Such suggestions come from web contents summarized by DBAs
and were used as training data for GPT. Since it is impossible to
provide all web contents to any system and GPT already knows
much of it, it is reasonable to use GPT as a complementary source
of knowledge. In case that GPT gives nonsense suggestions, we
utilize LLM to handle such abnormal situation in the next step.
Step 2: Filtering noisy knowledge. The tuning knowledge comes from
various sources and its quality cannot be guaranteed. Thus we filter
out noisy knowledge by modeling this process as a “binary classifi-
cation problem” and utilize LLM to solve it. We provide LLM with
the candidate tuning knowledge for a knob and an official system
view for this knob (e.g., pg_settings from PostgreSQL and informa-
tion_schema from MySQL). Moreover, we give a few examples in
the prompt to utilize the in-context learning ability of LLM [11].
LLM evaluates whether the tuning knowledge conflicts with the
system view and we discard any knowledge that does conflict.
Step 3: Summarizing knowledge from various resources. There can be
multiple tuning knowledge for a knob. While such tuning guidance
obeys the official system view (Step 2), they could conflict with each
other (e.g., different manuals provide distinct recommended values
for the same knob). We handle this by manually setting priority for
each information source based on its reliability. For example, official
manuals are authoritative and thus have the highest priority, while

LLM has the lowest priority due to its hallucination problem. We
summarize the non-contradictory guidance and delete the content
with low priority for the contradictory parts.
Step 4: Checking factual inconsistency. In the last step, the summary
task is completed by LLM and the generated summaries may be
factually inconsistent (i.e., the summary includes information that
does not appear in the source contents or even contradicts it [55]).
Since GPT outperforms previous methods as a factual inconsistency
evaluator [32], we utilize GPT to check this inconsistency. For each
knob, the summarization and the source contents are included in
prompt for GPT to determine whether there is an inconsistency. If
an inconsistency is detected, GPT is prompted to recreate the sum-
marization. This newly generated summary, along with its source
contents, are once again provided to GPT. This process is repeated
until GPT identifies no errors, producing the final summarization.
Robustness Study. It is important to note that the hallucination
problem still remains a challenge in the NLP field, and thus we
propose two error correction mechanisms (i.e., step 2 and 4 are
designed to correct step 1 and 3, respectively) to minimize such im-
pact as much as possible. To quantify their reliability, we manually
prepare and open-source two datasets, and conduct experiments to
measure the effectiveness of the two mechanisms. Moreover, we
study the effect of domain knowledge quality (e.g., outdated and
incorrect knowledge), and the LLM ability on GPTuner’s tuning
performance. More details are provided in Section 8.4.

5.2 Knowledge Transformation

In this section, we build a structured view (namely Structured Knowl-
edge) of the Tuning Lake such that it can be utilized byML. Formally,

Definition 2 (Structured Knowledge). Structured Knowledge S
maintains a structured view 𝑠𝑖 for each tuning knowledge 𝑑𝑖 from
Tuning Lake L, where 𝑠𝑖 is defined by a set of attributes 𝐴 =

{𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑛} (e.g., 𝑎1 = 𝑠𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠) with corresponding
values 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, . . . , 𝑣𝑛} (e.g., 𝑣1 = 4 𝐺𝐵).

• Determining the Attributes. In the context of DBMS knob tun-
ing, we primarily consider four types of attributes: suggested_values,
min_value, max_value and special_value. Firstly, the most typical
hint to consider is the recommended values for a knob since they
performed well in the past practice and can serve as good starting
points for new scenario. Secondly, we take into account the min-
imum and maximum values suggested in the tuning knowledge.
This is because the default value ranges provided by DBMS vendors
are excessively broad, complicating the optimization process (e.g.,
there will be a large number of values whose effect on the DBMS
performance is unknown and this means ML models require much
more iterations to converge to good configurations) and introduc-
ing the risk of system crashes (e.g., set memory-related knobs to a
value higher than the available RAM can crash the DBMS). Finally,
there are knobs with “special values” and these values are hard to
be modeled by ML methods since they lead to distinct behaviours of
DBMS. Thus we use special_value to handle such special situations.
The techniques to utilize these values are detailed in Section 6.2.

• Determining the Attribute Values. Extracting specific knob
values for certain attributes from given texts is challenging due to
the brittle nature of LLM (i.e., small modifications to the prompt can
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cause large variations in the LLM outputs [27]). Since it is useful to
acquire a more reliable result by aggregating multiple imperfect but
effective results [5, 42], we develop a Prompt Ensemble Algorithm to
determine the attribute values effectively. Specifically, it involves
three steps: modeling the extracting task as a Natural Language
Problem such that it can be answered by LLM, varying the prompts
to prepare multiple results, and aggregating these results to produce
the final result:

Step 1: we model the transformation task as a series of infor-
mation extraction problems. At first, we decompose the transfor-
mation task into two subtasks of extracting (1) suggested_values,
min_value,max_value and (2) special_value, respectively. We tackle
special_value separately because special_value has its own context,
which will be discussed in Section 6.2. Next, we prepare the prompt
for each subtask. The {𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠} is a placeholder to be deter-
mined by task type (e.g., it is replaced with the definition of special
values if we want to extract special_value from the {𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒}).
We also include examples in the prompt to utilize the in-context
learning of LLM.

Step 2: we vary the prompts by changing the examples provided
for few-shots learning. We manually prepare 𝐾 examples and store
them in an Example Pool. Then we randomly sample 𝑛 examples for
each prompt (𝑛 ≤ 𝐾 ). Specifically, wemanually prepare 10 examples
(𝐾 = 10) since 10 examples are empirically good enough to meet the
diversity requirement of ensemble algorithms [2]. More examples
can be added if domain experts are available. Regarding the 𝑛, more
sampled examples might provide better results. However, this leads
to a longer prompt with more tokens to be processed, subsequently
resulting in longer processing time and higher monetary costs.
Moreover, since too many examples might lead to long-context
errors, we select 𝑛 = 3 as suggested in [5].

Step 3: we aggregate the results via a majority vote strategy. LLM
generates a candidate JSON for each prompt and we aggregate the
results by taking an Element-Wise Majority Vote strategy, where
Element refers to our target attribute. For each attribute, we rank
the values extracted based on occurrence frequency and choose the
value of the highest frequency as the final result for that attribute.
The resulting JSON is stored in the Structured Knowledge S.

6 SEARCH SPACE OPTIMIZER

6.1 Dimensionality Optimization

In this section, we identify knobs that have a significant impact on
the DBMS performance and only tune these important knobs.
Motivation. While there are hundreds of knobs in DBMS (e.g.
PostgreSQL v14.9 has 346 knobs), not all of them significantly im-
pact DBMS performance, and it is infeasible to take all knobs into
account due to the curse of dimensionality. Therefore, we only
select important knobs to tune. Recent studies have shown that
tuning a small number of knobs is enough to yield near-optimal
performance while significantly reducing tuning costs [21, 54]. Ex-
isting approaches rely on ML-based algorithms to select important
knobs and this requires hundreds to thousands of evaluations on
DBMS under different workloads and configurations [21, 53, 62].
Differently, DBAs seek help from manuals to select which knobs
are worth tuning and this yields better performance than ML-based
algorithms [54]. However, it takes significant burden for DBAs to

handle hundreds of knobs. Thus, we hope to remove the tedious
burden by proposing a workload-aware and training-free approach
via LLM. Specifically, we prompt LLM to simulate DBA’s empirical
judgement in real-world scenarios by considering the four factors:

(1) System-Level selects knobs based on the specific DBMS product.
After years of tuning practice, it is empirically known which knobs
are important for a certain DBMS product. For instance, it is widely
discussed that we can gain substantial performance improvement by
tuning “shared_buffers” and “max_wal_size” from PostgreSQL,
“innodb_buffer_pool_size” and “innodb_log_file_size” from
MySQL [54]. More importantly, we find such wisdom is included in
the corpus of GPT-4 [36] and we can extract it by prompting GPT-4
to recommend knobs to tune based on the DBMS product.

(2) Workload-Level selects knobs based on the workload type. The
workload type is informative for selecting important knobs since
different workload types have distinct requirements on DBMS re-
sources, which are regulated by knobs. For example, one typical
scenario for OLTP workload is I/O-intensive, where write opera-
tions compete for the limited disk I/O. Thus we should consider
disk-related knobs like “effective_io_concurrency”. For analyt-
ical queries from OLAP workload, we should tune planning-related
and system resource-related knobs to handle their complex struc-
ture and resource-intensive nature [67].

(3) Query-Level selects knobs based on the bottleneck of queries.
It is useful for DBAs to delve into the execution plan of the time-
consuming and frequently executed queries, where an experienced
DBA can diagnose performance bottlenecks and focus on related
knobs. Equipped with the analysis ability of LLM [68], we can in-
clude the execution plan in the prompt such that LLM can choose
the bottleneck-aware knobs. For example, if LLM detects “Sequen-
tial Scan” in the execution plan and the target table contains a large
number of rows, LLMwill recommend adjusting scan-related knobs
like “random_page_cost” since it influences the PostgreSQL query
planner’s bias towards index scans or sequential scans.

(4) Knob-Level complements interdependent knobs to a given target
knob set. One important reason why ML techniques outperform
DBA is that they can handle the dependencies between knobs [54].
However, if the given knob set contains the important knobs but
excludes the interdependent knobs, such ability is wasted. Since
many dependencies are explicitly mentioned in the manuals, we
can leverage the text analysis ability of LLM to read the manu-
als and capture such knobs. For example, the official PostgreSQL
document suggests “Larger settings for ‘shared_buffers’ usually
require a corresponding increase in ‘checkpoint_segments’ ” [40],
indicating that we should consider the two knobs at the same time.

Based on the above four factors, we develop the LLM-based

Knob Selection as Algorithm 1. It aspires to utilize LLM F to
select important knobs T from the Knob Set K for a DBMS D
under a specific workloadW. The algorithm starts by preparing
a configurable knob set C, which excludes knobs related to de-
bugging, security and path-setting (Line 1). Next, it selects knobs
from four different levels: System Level, Workload Level, Query
Level and Knob Level. In the System Level Selection, knobs hugely
influencing the DBMS performance are identified, producing the
set C𝑠 (Line 2). During the Workload Level Selection, we provide
LLM with the type of the workload (e.g., OLTP or OLAP) and the
optimization target (e.g., throughput or latency) to prepare knob
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Algorithm 1: LLM-based Knob Selection
Input: Knob Set K ; LLM F ; DBMS D; WorkloadW;

Tuning Lake L.
Output: Target Knob Set T .

1 Configurable Knob Set C ← 𝐹𝐼𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑅(K);
// Filter out knobs that are related to

debugging, security and path-setting
System Level Selection:

2 C𝑠 ← F (C,D);
Workload Level Selection:

3 C𝑤 ← F (C,W);
Query Level Selection:

4 C𝑞 ← ∅;
5 for query 𝑞𝑖 inW do

6 E𝑖 ← 𝐸𝑋𝐸𝐶𝑈𝑇𝐸 (D, 𝑞𝑖 );
// Get execution plan for query 𝑞𝑖 from D

7 C𝑞𝑖 ← F (C, E);
8 C𝑞 ← C𝑞 ∪ C𝑞𝑖 ;
9 end

Knob Level Selection:

10 Target Knob Set T ← F (L, C𝑠 ∪ C𝑤 ∪ C𝑞 );
11 return T ;

set C𝑤 (Line 3). The Query Level Selection delves into each query
𝑞𝑖 within the workload (Line 4-9). Specifically, the execution plan
E𝑖 of each query is retrieved, and LLM F extracts influential knobs
set C𝑞 by diagnosing the performance bottlenecks of each query
and identifying knobs related to the bottleneck. Finally, we leverage
LLM F to replenish interdependent knobs to the union of C𝑠 , C𝑤
and C𝑞 , resulting in the final Target Knob Set T (Line 10).

6.2 Range Optimization

In this section, given each knob’s unique semantics and associated
tuning knowledge, we optimize the value range for each knob.
Region Discard.We utilize min_value and max_value to discard
some regions for the following cases. (1) The regions are unlikely to
result in promising performance. For knob “random_page_cost”,
the value range regulated by DBMS is [0, 1.79 × 10308]. Given the
large value range, the algorithm is likely to sample very large values.
This will lead to poor DBMS performance since it is suggested to
set it to “1.𝑥” if the disk has a random access profile similar to that
of SSDs [41]. Equipped with this prior knowledge, we release the
burden for optimizers to trial vast but meaningless space. (2) The
regions could seize too many system resources. For resource-related
knobs like shared_buffers, a value close to the maximum system
resource could be detrimental to other services that are running on
the same machine. (3) The regions that can make the DBMS crash.
For resource-related knobs, setting a value that exceeds the resource
limits could prevent the DBMS from starting (e.g., we cannot set
memory-related knobs to a value higher than the available RAM).
Finally, the recommended range [𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒] is much
more narrow than the range provided by DBMS vendors.
Tiny Feasible Space. We use suggested_values from Structured
Knowledge to define a discrete space for each knob. Such values

are valuable since they performed well in the past and can serve
as good starting points for new scenario. However, they may not
be suitable for all cases, as the optimal knob setting depends on
the specific environment, which can be diverse. Instead of relying
on these values only, we can apply a set of multiplicators for each
suggested value of all numerical knobs. The intuition behind is
to deviate the suggested value in different directions (smaller or
bigger) with different extents. Formally, given a set of multiplicators
𝑀 = {𝑚1,𝑚2, . . . ,𝑚𝑛} and a suggested value 𝑉 for a knob 𝑘 , the
search space Ω for this knob is defined as:

Ω(𝑘) = {𝛼 ·𝑉 | 𝛼 ∈ 𝑀} (2)

However, this heuristic approach ignores the value ranges of knobs
and the multiplication results could be useless. For example, knob
“checkpoint_timeout” has a value range from 30 to 86400 with
90 as a recommended starting point [15]. Given the maximum
factor used in DB-BERT (i.e., 4) [50], the maximum value to try is
90 × 4 = 360 and this is much smaller than 86400, which means a
lot of promising values are ignored. Thus we address this limitation
by considering the value range and calculating the multiplicators
dynamically. For knob 𝑘 , we denote its maximum (minimum) value
as𝑈 , the multiplicator is calculated by the following formula:

𝛼 = 1 + 𝛽

𝑉
(𝑈 −𝑉 ), 𝛽 ∈ {𝑟1, 𝑟2, . . . , 𝑟𝑛 | 𝑟𝑖 ∈ [0, 1]} (3)

where 𝛽 is a scaling coefficient with a value from 0 to 1, and the
𝑛 candidate values 𝑟𝑖 are predefined by users. The choice of 𝑈
determines the deviation direction (e.g., maximum makes value
bigger while minimum makes it smaller) and 𝛽 controls the chang-
ing extends. Specifically, 𝑉 remains the same or is extended to the
maximum (minimum) when 𝛽 is set to 0 and 1, respectively. For 𝛽
value between 0 and 1, suggested value 𝑉 moves proportionally to
its maximum (minimum). In our experiments, 𝛽 ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5}. We
conduct this deviation process for all numerical knobs and the re-
sulting discrete space is our Tiny Feasible Space, where Tiny means
the possible number of values for knobs is significantly reduced,
and Feasible indicates the chosen values are promising.
Virtual Knob Extension. This extension is to handle knobs that
use special values to do something different from what the knobs
normally do [22, 38]. For example, knob “lock_timeout”, with a
value range from 0 to 2147483647, controls the maximum allowed
duration of any wait for a lock. When it is set to zero, the timeout
function is disabled, making “0” a special value. However, optimiz-
ers may never trial this value (even though it could be optimal)
since the likelihood of sampling it is extremely low [22] and the
DBMS performance will be modeled to degrade as the knob value
converges to zero [38]. Thus, we develop a Virtual Knob Extension
technique as outlined in Algorithm 2. Firstly, we utilize Structured
Knowledge to select which knobs have the special values (Line 1).
Such information is explicitly provided in official documents [40]
and thus can be understood and summarized by Knowledge Handler
(Section 5.1). Secondly, we add “virtual knobs” (control_knob, nor-
mal_knob and special_knob) for these knobs (Line 3). control_knob is
a knob with a value of zero or one to determine which value range
will be used (Line 6). normal_knob and special_knob represent the
normal and the special value range of the original knob, respec-
tively. Based on the value of control_knob, only one of normal_knob
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and special_knob will be activated (Line 7-11). Above technique
makes the special values of knobs to be considered by optimizers.
Algorithm 2: Virtual Knob Extension
Input: Knob Set K ; Skill Library S; Optimizer O.
Virtual Knobs Generation:

1 Use S to identify special knobs R ⊂ K ;
2 for 𝑟 ∈ R do

3 Create virtual knobs
{𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙_𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏, 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙_𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏, 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙_𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏} for 𝑟 ;

4 end

Virtual Knobs Utilization:

5 for round = 1 to number of iterations do
6 O chooses a value from {0, 1} for 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙_𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏;
7 if control_knob is 0 then
8 Activate normal_knob in O;
9 else

10 Activate special_knob in O;
11 end

12 end

7 CONFIGURATION RECOMMENDER

In this section, we discuss how to search the optimized space.
Basic Idea of Bayesian Optimization. Bayesian Optimization
is a sequential model-based algorithm [45]. It consists of two core
components: the surrogate model and the acquisition function. A
surrogate model takes a configuration as input and predicts the
DBMS performance. The acquisition function evaluates the utility
of candidate configurations (e.g., Probability of Improvement (PI) or
Expected Improvement (EI)), and we choose the next configuration
with the maximum utility. After the surrogate model is initialized,
BO works iteratively as follows: (1) selecting the next configuration
by maximizing acquisition function, (2) evaluating the configura-
tion on DBMS and updating the surrogate model with the new
observation. This process is repeated until it runs out of resources.
Limitation of Bayesian Optimization. The key to the success
of BO-based methods is its surrogate model. Recent works utilize
random forest as the surrogate model to leverage its efficiency
in modeling high-dimensional and heterogeneous search space,
achieving the state-of-the-art performance [48, 62]. However, the
number of samples required to have sufficient confidence in pre-
dictions could still be significant [22, 23]. Specifically, it requires
hundreds of iterations to achieve satisfactory performance, which
is resource-intensive and time-consuming. The key observation of
this work is that such iteration cost could be significantly reduced if
we integrate the domain knowledge into the optimization process,
which motivates the following novel optimization framework.
Coarse-to-Fine Bayesian Optimization Framework. The intu-
ition behind is to take advantages of the efficiency of coarse-grained
search (i.e., we aim to acquire non-optimal but effective solutions
with low expenses) and the thoroughness of fine-grained search
(i.e., we aim to find the possible optimal solutions by exploring
the space thoroughly). Algorithm 3 describes the workflow and
highlights the main differences from the basic BO algorithm.

Coarse-grained Stage. In the first stage, we only explore part of
the whole space. It is a widely adopted approach to discretize the

value ranges of parameters evenly for coarse-grained search. How-
ever, we will lose too many promising solutions because such space
reduction technique is inherently imprecise and non-adaptive. We
seek help from knowledge to reduce the space while still retain-
ing the potential for optimal results. Specifically, we explore the
Tiny Feasible Space (Line 1) defined in Section 6.2, which is small
but reliable because it comes from manuals. Following previous
works [14, 22, 62], we initialize the surrogate model with ten sam-
ples (𝑛 = 10) generated by Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [33],
which distributes samples evenly across the whole space. Instead
of sampling points from the whole space P, we sample from the
Tiny Feasible Space T (Line 2). After the samples are evaluated
on D (Line 3) and the surrogate model is initialized (Line 4), we
explore T with the BO algorithm for C iterations (Line 5-8). After
the coarse-grained stage, we try out 𝑛 + C configurations and this
already yields non-optimal but promising results in practice, owing
to the guidance of domain knowledge.

Fine-grained Stage. Since it is inevitable to lose some impor-
tant configurations for any space reduction technique, we explore
the space thoroughly until we run out of resource limits or reach
expected performance improvement (Line 13-17). However, this
process could be exhausting, especially when there are hundreds of
knobs to tune. Thus we make optimizations to enhance the search:
(1) we bootstrap BO with the samples from the first stage (Line 10),

Algorithm 3: Coarse-to-Fine BO Framework. Blue under-
lined text highlights differences to original BO algorithm.
Input: DBMS D; Surrogate ModelM; Acquisition Function

A; WorkloadW; Structured Knowledge S; Whole
Space P; Coarse Threshold C; Initial Number 𝑛.

Output: Knob Configuration X.
1 Generate Tiny Feasible Space T from S;
2 Generate 𝑛 samples 𝑝𝑖 ∈ T with space-filling design (LHS);
3 Evaluate samples on D to get performance 𝑦𝑖 ;
4 UpdateM with observations {(𝑝𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )};
Coarse Stage:

5 for 𝑖 = 1 to C do

6 ®𝑥𝑖 ← argmax®𝑥∈T A(®𝑥) ;
7 Evaluate ®𝑥𝑖 on D to get performance 𝑦𝑖 ;
8 UpdateM with ( ®𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 );
9 end

Fine Stage:

10 Reuse the surrogate modelM from Coarse Stage;
11 Apply Region Discard on P to get P′;
12 Apply Virtual Knob Extension on P′ to get P′′;
13 while not stopping condition do

14 ®𝑥𝑖 ← argmax®𝑥∈P′′ A(®𝑥);
15 Evaluate ®𝑥𝑖 on D to get performance 𝑦𝑖 ;
16 UpdateM with ( ®𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 );
17 end

18 X ← argmax ®𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖 ;
19 return X;
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Table 3: Initial Profiling Overheads Statistics

Complex. Knob #n
Tuning Lake Structured Knowledge

Token (k) Money (USD) Time (s) Token (k) Money (USD) Time (s)
3.5 4 4-turbo 3.5 4 4-turbo 3.5 4 4-turbo 3.5 4 4-turbo 3.5 4 4-turbo 3.5 4 4-turbo

O (n)

50 124.4 160.1 148.8 0.2 6.0 2.1 833.0 4155.0 3023.0 558.0 578.0 558.4 0.9 18.7 5.9 1183.0 4888.0 1805.0
100 254.6 324.1 300.4 0.4 12.2 4.2 1679.0 7939.0 6021.0 1121.0 1162.7 1105.5 1.7 37.8 11.7 2371.0 9738.0 4985.0
150 379.5 482.7 443.9 0.6 18.2 6.2 2450.0 11742.0 8626.0 1690.9 1738.4 1657.7 2.6 56.4 17.5 3574.0 13958.0 6729.0

average 2.5 3.2 3.0 0.003 0.1 0.04 16.3 78.3 57.5 11.3 11.6 11.1 0.02 0.4 0.1 23.8 93.1 44.9

times and we present two representative results, which are denoted
as “GPTuner-50-1” and “GPTuner-50-2”, respectively.

As shown in Figure 7, the higher the knowledge quality, the better
the tuning performance. Note that outdated knowledge only affects
tuning performance slightly, while inaccurate knowledge impacts
tuning performance with different degrees. This is related to our
motivation in Section 6.1, highlighting that some knobs are crucial
in determining DBMS performance and GPTuner benefits a lot if
the knowledge about these important knobs is correct. On one hand,
in production environment, we encourage users to double check
such knowledge. On the other hand, given that GPTuner under
the noisy knowledge inputs is still better than the best optimizer
without knowledge input (i.e., SMAC, ), we believe GPTuner is
robust enough to learn from mistakes in its BO stage and achieve
satisfactory performance optimization ultimately.
Effect of Different Language Models.We analyze the effect of
LLM on tuning performance. Specifically, DB-BERT is upgraded
to use GPT-4 (“DB-GPT-4”), and GPTuner is tested with “gpt-3.5-
turbo” and “gpt-4” (“GPTuner-3.5” and “GPTuner-4”). As shown
in Figure 9, DB-BERT does not benefit from the improvement of
language model, implying its design is less dependent on the quality
of language model. Both versions of GPTuner outperform DB-
BERT methods, and GPTuner significantly benefits from GPT-4,
demonstrating its ability to leverage more sophisticated LLM.

8.5 Cost Analysis

There are two kinds of overheads in the context of DBMS knob tun-
ing: (1) Initial Profiling Overhead, and (2) Runtime Overhead. Initial
Profiling Overhead is the time required to collect training samples
or to pre-train models before the real tuning process (e.g., Otter-
Tune [53] demands “over 30k trials per DBMS” to collect training
samples). Runtime Overhead is the time taken by an optimizer to
suggest the next configuration to evaluate. In practice, runtime over-
head (e.g., < 1 second for SMAC [62]) is much less than the DBMS
evaluation time (e.g., minutes to hours), and thus recent works fo-
cus on sample efficiency (i.e., the number of DBMS evaluation times
it takes to reach a given level of performance improvement) rather
than the optimization time [22, 62]. Since GPTuner introduces no
extra runtime overhead compared to the BO-based optimizer, we
only discuss the Initial Profiling Overhead next.

Given a specific DBMS product (e.g., PostgreSQL and MySQL),
we only need to conduct domain knowledge-related stages for
one time. We can use the built results repeatedly in the future
until there are major version updates for that DBMS, introducing
a large number of changes of knob features (e.g., DBMS vendors
extensively add new knobs, delete old knobs or even change the

functions of existing knobs). We present the number of tokens
consumed, the monetary costs and the time required using three
language models under three different number of target knobs. As
presented in Table 3, the computational complexity is proportional
to the number of target knobs (i.e., 𝑂 (𝑛) where n is the number of
target knobs), and the costs scale almost linearly with the increasing
of 𝑛. Without parallelism optimization, it takes “gpt-4-turbo” about
2101.6k tokens, 23.7 USD and 4 hours to finish the knowledge
preparation and transformation for 150 knobs from PostgreSQL.
Given that the built results are reusable, and the costs of GPTuner
are much lower than previous approaches (e.g., it takes more than
three months to initialize the knowledge base for OtterTune and
this base requires rebuilding from scratch for changes in hardware
components and software versions [8, 53]), we conclude that the
costs introduced in GPTuner are feasible and practical.

8.6 Ablation Study

We conduct a comprehensive ablation study to reveal the benefits
of each module in GPTuner. We omit this study due to space
limitation, please refer to our technical report [1] for more details.

9 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper introduces GPTuner, a manual-reading database tuning
system that leverages domain knowledge to enhance the knob tun-
ing process. Extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate
the effectiveness, scalability and robustness of GPTuner.
Online Tuning.We follow the tuning paradigm of most existing
approaches by tuning a copy DBMS offline, and then deploy the
satisfactory configuration on the DBMS in production environment.
However, it takes considerable resources to make a copy DBMS for
offline tuning. The lack of a practical online tuning paradigm comes
from the fact that a configuration sampled from the large configu-
ration space could make the system crash, and such insecurity is
disastrous to online services. In the future, we will explore how to
use domain knowledge to eliminate dangerous configurations.
Optimizing other Data Processing Systems. The idea of using
domain knowledge to enhance black-box optimization algorithms
is generic, and can be utilized to enhance other data processing
systems like Spark [60] and Flink [7]. In the future, we will identify
and solve the unique challenges when targeting at other systems.
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